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Abstract
Objective The effect of colonoscopy on colorectal
cancer mortality is limited by several factors, among them
a certain miss rate, leading to limited adenoma detection
rates (ADRs). We investigated the effect of an automatic
polyp detection system based on deep learning on polyp
detection rate and ADR.
Design In an open, non-blinded trial, consecutive
patients were prospectively randomised to undergo
diagnostic colonoscopy with or without assistance of a
real-time automatic polyp detection system providing
a simultaneous visual notice and sound alarm on polyp
detection. The primary outcome was ADR.
Results Of 1058 patients included, 536 were
randomised to standard colonoscopy, and 522 were
randomised to colonoscopy with computer-aided
diagnosis. The artificial intelligence (AI) system
significantly increased ADR (29.1%vs20.3%, p<0.001)
and the mean number of adenomas per patient
(0.53vs0.31, p<0.001). This was due to a higher number
of diminutive adenomas found (185vs102; p<0.001),
while there was no statistical difference in larger
adenomas (77vs58, p=0.075). In addition, the number
of hyperplastic polyps was also significantly increased
(114vs52, p<0.001).
Conclusions In a low prevalent ADR population, an
automatic polyp detection system during colonoscopy
resulted in a significant increase in the number of
diminutive adenomas detected, as well as an increase in
the rate of hyperplastic polyps. The cost–benefit ratio of
such effects has to be determined further.
Trial registration number ChiCTR-DDD-17012221;
Results.
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Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the second and thirdleading causes of cancer-related deaths in men and
women respectively.1 Colonoscopy is the gold standard for screening CRC.2 3 Screening colonoscopy
has allowed for a reduction in the incidence and
mortality of CRC via the detection and removal
of adenomatous polyps.4–8 Additionally, there is
evidence that with each 1.0% increase in adenoma
detection rate (ADR), there is an associated 3.0%
decrease in the risk of interval CRC.9 10 However,
polyps can be missed, with reported miss rates of

Significance of this study
What is already known on this subject?

►► Colorectal adenoma detection rate (ADR)

is regarded as a main quality indicator of
(screening) colonoscopy and has been shown
to correlate with interval cancers. Reducing
adenoma miss rates by increasing ADR has
been a goal of many studies focused on
imaging techniques and mechanical methods.
►► Artificial intelligence has been recently
introduced for polyp and adenoma detection
as well as differentiation and has shown
promising results in preliminary studies.
What are the new findings?

►► This represents the first prospective randomised

controlled trial examining an automatic polyp
detection during colonoscopy and shows an
increase of ADR by 50%, from 20% to 30%.
►► This effect was mainly due to a higher rate of
small adenomas found.
►► The detection rate of hyperplastic polyps was
also significantly increased.

How might it impact on clinical practice in the
foreseeable future?
►► Automatic polyp and adenoma detection could
be the future of diagnostic colonoscopy in order
to achieve stable high adenoma detection rates.
►► However, the effect on ultimate outcome is
still unclear, and further improvements such as
polyp differentiation have to be implemented.

up to 27% due to both polyp and operator characteristics.11 12
Unrecognised polyps within the visual field is
an important problem to address.11 Several studies
have shown that assistance by a second observer
increases the polyp detection rate (PDR), but such a
strategy remains controversial in terms of increasing
the ADR.13–15
Ideally, a real-time automatic polyp detection system, with performance close to that of
expert endoscopists, could assist the endoscopist in detecting lesions that might correspond to
adenomas in a more consistent and reliable way
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Real-time automatic detection system increases
colonoscopic polyp and adenoma detection rates: a
prospective randomised controlled study

Endoscopy
Prospective comparative study

than a human assistant. Though several automatic polyp detection systems have been developed over the past decade,16 17
evidence on the ability of this technology to locate and trace
polyps in clinical practice during live colonoscopy is lacking.
The aim of this study was to investigate whether a high-performance real-time automatic polyp detection system18 can increase
polyp and adenoma detection rates in the real clinical setting.

Materials and methods
Study design
Real-time automatic polyp detection system
The real-time automatic polyp detection system (Shanghai
Wision AI Co., Ltd.) was developed on a deep learning architecture (figure 1) with the aid of endoscopists and modelers.18
In a preliminary study from our group, the algorithm was
validated and found to have a per-image sensitivity of 94.38%
per-image specificity of 95.92% and an area under the receiver
operating characteristic curve of 0.984. By using a multithreaded
processing system, the system processed at least 25 frames per
second with a latency of 76.80±5.60 ms in real-time video analysis.18 Furthermore, the detection delay was hardly noticeable
for endoscopists. The system monitor was fixed adjacent and
parallel with the original endoscopy monitor.

Figure 2 Flow Diagram of Enrollment. 1130 patients met the inclusion criteria, and 72 of them were exclude because of failed procedures,
diagnosed IBD or CRC. CRC, colorectal cancer; IBD, inflammatory bowel disease.
2
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Figure 1 Deep learning architecture. The detection algorithm is a deep
convolutional neural network (CNN) based on SegNet architecture. Data
flow is from left to right: a colonoscopy image is sequentially warped
into a binary image, with 1 representing polyp pixels and 0 representing
no polyp in probability a map. This is then displayed, as showed in the
output, with a hollow tracing box on the CADe monitor.

The prospective study was designed as a randomised controlled
trial to investigate the impact of an automatic polyp detection
system acting as an assistant to the endoscopist on PDR and
ADR. This study was conducted in the Endoscopy Center of
the Sichuan Provincial People’s Hospital, China. Consecutive
patients who underwent a colonoscopy from September 2017
to February 2018 were eligible for enrolment (figure 2). Routine
bowel preparation consisted of 4 L of polyethylene glycol,
given in split doses. Colonoscopies were performed with high
definition colonoscopes (Olympus CF-Q260, CF-H260) and
high-definition monitors. We excluded patients with a history of
inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), CRC, colorectal surgery and
patients with a contraindication for biopsy. Patients with prior
failed colonoscopy and high suspicion of polyposis syndromes,
IBD and typical advanced CRC were also excluded. Basic demographic characteristics including gender, age, indication for colonoscopy, procedure time (morning/afternoon), type of sedation,
risk factors of colon polyps including diabetes mellitus, coronary artery disease, body mass index, family history of colon
adenoma or cancer, use of aspirin or other nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, metformin, folic acid, calcium or hormone
replacement therapy and alcohol and tobacco use were recorded
before colonoscopy. Any complication during the procedure or
recovery were also recorded by the staff assistant. Eight physicians from the division of gastroenterology participated in the
study, including two senior endoscopists (>20 000 colonoscopies), two midlevel endoscopists (between 3000 and 10 000 colonoscopies) and four junior endoscopists (between 100 and 500
colonoscopies). Each patient was prospectively randomised into
two groups by the staff assistant using a digital random number
generator before the colonoscopy procedure. In the control
group, a routine colonoscopy was performed. In the research
group (computer-aided detection (CADe) group), the real-time
automatic polyp detection system was used to assist the endoscopist. The system was connected to the endoscopy generator, and
the video stream was captured synchronously. Furthermore, the
system processed each frame and displayed the detected polyp

Endoscopy
Table 1

Baseline information
Routine colonoscopy
(n=536)

CADe colonoscopy
(n=522)

P* value

Age, mean (SD)

49.94 (±13.79)

51.07 (±13.15)

BMI, mean (SD)

23.02 (±3.14)

23.03 (±2.93)

0.99

6.39 (±1.21)

6.89 (±1.79)

<0.001

Withdrawal time, mean (SD)
Total time, mean (SD)

0.16

12.10 (±4.08)

12.52 (±4.38)

0.11

Insertion time, mean (SD)

5.71 (±3.90)

5.63 (±4.03)

0.75

No polyp withdrawal time, mean (SD)

6.13 (±1.07)

6.17 (±0.94)

0.58

Withdrawal time excluding biopsy, mean (SD)

6.07 (±1.11)

6.18 (±1.38)

 Screening, n (%)

44 (8.21)

40 (7.66)

492 (91.79)

482 (92.34)

 Female, n (%)

287 (53.54)

259 (49.62)

 Male, n (%)

249 (46.46)

263 (50.38)

 <25, n (%)

408 (76.12)

403 (77.20)

 25<=BMI<30, n (%)

117 (21.83)

113 (21.65)

11 (2.05)

6 (1.15)

 AM, n (%)

280 (52.24)

264 (50.57)

 PM, n (%)

256 (47.76)

258 (49.43)

 CF-H260, n (%)

156 (29.10)

160 (30.65)

 CF-Q260, n (%)

380 (70.90)

362 (69.35)

 No, n (%)

68 (12.69)

67 (12.84)

 Yes, n (%)

468 (87.31)

455 (87.16)

 Symptomatic, n (%)
Sex

0.19

 BMI category

 ≥30, n (%)

0.5

Procedure time

0.61

Endoscope

0.6

0.95

 Anaesthesia†

 Boston Score, mean (SD)

6.64 (1.25)

6.64 (1.21)

Boston Score Rank
 Inadequate (sum <6.0 or anyone <2.0), n (%)

73 (13.98)

457 (85.26)

449 (86.02)

 Senior, n (%)

233 (43.47)

203 (38.89)

 Midlevel, n (%)

236 (44.03)

251 (48.08)

67 (12.50)

68 (13.03)

Endoscopist experience

 Junior, n (%)

0.95
0.72

79 (14.74)

 Adequate (sum ≥6.0 and everyone ≥2.0), n (%)

0.15
0.74

 Indication

0.33

No polyp withdrawal time means withdrawal time during those colonoscopies where no polyp was detected or removed.
*P value from χ2 test (or Fisher’s exact test, as appropriate) or t-test.
†Anaesthesia was administered with midazolam, fentanyl by an anaesthesiologist who monitored the patients for complications.
BMI, body mass index; NSAID, non-steroidal anti-inﬂammatory drug.

location with a hollow blue tracing box on an adjacent monitor
with a simultaneous sound alarm (figure 1) (see online supplementary file 1). The system was turned on during withdrawal
only. The endoscopist focused mainly on the main monitor
during the procedure and was prompted to look at the system
monitor by the sound alarm. The endoscopist was required to
check every polyp location detected by the system. This was
performed without the assistance of nurses, trainees or staff
assistants. In both groups, the staff assistant recorded the type
of colonoscope used (CF-H260/CF-Q260), the insertion time,
withdrawal time and Boston Bowel Preparation Scale (BBPS) as
described by the endoscopist. When a polyp was detected, the
nurse assisted in performing cold forceps biopsy for histology
and the staff-assistant recorded the location, size and morphological features according to the Paris classification. In the CADe
group, missed polyps by the system and system false alarms were
also recorded. A missed polyp was defined as a polyp confirmed
by the endoscopist but undetected by the system. A false alarm
was defined as a detected lesion, which was continuously traced
Wang P, et al. Gut 2019;0:1–7. doi:10.1136/gutjnl-2018-317500

by the system, deemed by the endoscopist not to be a polyp. It
was registered with Chinese Clinical Trial Registry.
All authors had access to the study data and reviewed and
approved the final manuscript.

Statistical analysis
We prospectively designed this study to allow for 80% power
or more to detect a 10% difference (30% vs 20%), in adenoma
detection rate, between colonoscopy procedures with a
two-group χ2 test with a two-sided α level of 0.05. A sample
size of 702 participants was needed, and the overall participant
enrolment goal was 1130 to allow for potential exclusions or
dropouts.
Statistical analysis was performed with R studio V.3.4.0
or higher. Comparison of baseline clinical and demographic
characteristics between the CADe and the control group were
performed using the χ2 test for categorical variables and using
the two-sample t-test for continuous variables. Regarding the
3
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Characteristics
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Table 2

Polyp and adenoma characteristics
CADe
colonoscopy
(n=498)

0 (0.00)

0 (0.00)

1.000

14 (5.20)

17 (3.41)

0.541

Pathology
 Carcinoma, n (%)
 Sessile serrated adenoma/
polyp (SSAP), n (%)

P value*
0.173

Adenoma, n (%)
 Advanced adenoma, n (%)

16 (5.95)

17 (3.41)

0.803

144 (53.53)

245 (49.20)

<0.001

94 (34.94)

217 (43.57)

<0.001

 Hamartoma

0 (0.00)

0 (0.00)

1.000

 Normal colon mucosa

1 (0.37)

2 (0.40)

 Others, n (%)
Benign lesions, n (%)
 Hyperplastic and
Inflammatory

Polyp location
 Caecum, n (%)

0.557
<0.001

3 (1.12)

5 (1.00)

0.462

 Ascending, n (%)

47 (17.47)

97 (19.48)

<0.001

 Transverse, n (%)

45 (16.73)

110 (22.09)

<0.001

 Descending, n (%)

26 (9.67)

75 (15.06)

<0.001

 Sigmoid, n (%)

79 (29.37)

130 (26.10)

<0.001

 Rectum, n (%)

69 (25.65)

81 (16.27)

Polyp shape

0.254
0.076

 Pedunculated, n (%)

38 (14.13)

49 (9.84)

0.194

 Sessile, n (%)

98 (36.43)

176 (35.34)

<0.001

133 (49.44)

273 (54.82)

<0.001

 Flat, n (%)
 Polyp size (mm), mean
(SD)

5.03 (3.72)

4.51 (2.55)

Polyp size category

0.050
0.096

 0–5 mm, n (%)

198 (73.61)

399 (80.12)

<0.001

 6–10 mm, n (%)

61 (22.68)

83 (16.67)

0.047

 >10 mm, n (%)

10 (3.72)

16 (3.21)

0.218

1 (0.62)

3 (1.15)

 Ascending, n (%)

39 (24.38)

47 (17.94)

0.325

 Transverse, n (%)

36 (22.50)

72 (27.48)

<0.001

 Descending, n (%)

20 (12.50)

44 (16.79)

0.003

 Sigmoid, n (%)

41 (25.62)

64 (24.43)

0.018

 Rectum, n (%)

23 (14.37)

32 (12.21)

Adenoma location
 Caecum, n (%)

0.397

Adenoma shape

0.330

0.192
0.277

 Pedunculated, n (%)

33 (20.62)

39 (14.89)

 Sessile, n (%)

64 (40.00)

105 (40.08)

0.001

 Flat, n (%)

63 (39.38)

118 (45.04)

<0.001

 Adenoma size (mm), mean
(SD)

5.56 (3.54)

5.26 (3.08)

Adenoma size category

0.413

A total of 1130 consecutive patients were eligible for enrolment.
Among these patients, 72 patients (31 in routine group, 41 in
CADe group）were excluded during colonoscopy due to meeting
exclusion criteria (figure 2). A total of 1058 eligible patients
were analysed, with 536 patients randomised prospectively into
the control group and 522 into the CADe group. Baseline characteristics are presented in table 1 (see online supplementary file
2). There were no statistically significant differences between
the two groups in terms of demographic data and adenoma
detection risk factors. There were no complications reported.
The total withdrawal time in the control and CADe group were
6.39 min and 6.89 min (p<0.001), respectively. Two hundred
and twenty-nine more biopsies were performed in the CADe
group. Withdrawal times when biopsy time was excluded from
analysis were 6.07 min and 6.18 min in the control and CADe
groups, respectively (p=0.15).

Polyp characteristics, mean number of polyps per case and
PDR

A total of 767 polyps were detected. There were 422 (55.02%)
adenomas and 31 (4.04%) sessile serrated adenomas. Overall,
269 polyps (35.07%) were found in the control group and 498
(64.93%) in the CADe group (table 2). The mean number of
polyps detected per colonoscopy in the control and the CADe
group were 0.51 and 0.97, respectively (p<0.001). There was
a 1.89-fold increase in the mean number of polyps detected
between the two groups (95% CI 1.63 to 2.192, p<0.001)
(table 3). The PDR of the control and CADe group were 0.29
and 0.45, respectively (OR=1.995, 95% CI 1.532 to 2.544,
p<0.001) (table 3). There was no statistically significant difference between the two groups in terms of baseline clinical and
demographic variables. Thus, covariate adjusted models were
not considered to address the potential confounding effect.

0.372
0.169

 0–5 mm, n (%)

102 (63.75)

185 (70.61)

<0.001

 6–10 mm, n (%)

50 (31.25)

61 (23.28)

0.238

 >10 mm, n (%)

8 (5.00)

16 (6.11)

0.097

*P value from χ2 test (or Fisher’s exact test, as appropriate).

adenoma and polyp detection rate, a logistic regression was
performed to evaluate the effect of computer assisted diagnosis for
colonoscopy on the adenoma/polyp detection rate. The response
variable was the binary outcome of whether an adenoma/polyp
was detected. The covariate was the group variable indicating
whether the patient belonged to the computer assisted group.
Regarding the number of detected adenomas and polyps, a
Poisson regression was applied to evaluate the effect of computer
assisted diagnosis for colonoscopy. A two-sided p value of 0.05
4

Results
Patient enrolment and baseline data

Adenoma characteristics, mean number of adenomas per case
and ADR

A total of 422 adenomas were detected (table 2). The mean
number of adenomas detected per colonoscopy in the control
and CADe group were 0.31 and 0.53, respectively (p<0.001).
There was a 1.72-fold increase in the mean number of adenomas
detected between the experimental and control groups (95% CI
1.419 to 2.084, p<0.001) (table 3). The ADR of the control and
the CADe groups were 0.20 and 0.29, respectively (OR=1.61,
95% CI 1.213 to 2.135, p<0.001) (table 3).
The number of detected polyps was significantly higher in the
CADe group as compared with the control group when considering non-pedunculated polyps, polyps ranging in size from 0 cm
to 1 cm and polyps in all segments of the colon. The number of
detected adenomas was also significantly higher in CADe group
when considering non-pedunculated polyps, polyps smaller than
Wang P, et al. Gut 2019;0:1–7. doi:10.1136/gutjnl-2018-317500
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Characteristics

Routine
colonoscopy
(n=269)

was used as the threshold for statistical significance. In the event
of any baseline clinical and demographic characteristics showing
a statistically significant difference between the two comparison
groups, additional covariate adjusted logistics/Poisson regression
models were built to address the possible confounding effect by
adding those significant characteristics into the models as covariates. The primary outcome was ADR. The secondary outcomes
were PDR, the mean number of polyps detected per colonoscopy, the mean number of adenomas detected per colonoscopy
and the rate of false positives and false negatives.

Endoscopy
Table 3

Polyp and adenoma detection
CADe colonoscopy
(n=522)

P value*

FC/OR

95% CI

PDR

0.291

0.4502

<0.001

1.995†

1.532 to 2.544

ADR

0.2034

0.2912

<0.001

1.61†

1.213 to 2.135

Mean number of detected polyp

0.5019

0.954

<0.001

1.89‡

1.63 to 2.192

Mean number of detected adenoma

0.3097

0.5326

<0.001

1.72‡

1.419 to 2.084

*P value from χ2 test (or Fisher’s exact test, as appropriate) or t-test.
†OR.
‡FC.
ADR, adenoma detection rate; FC, fold change; PDR, polyp detection rate.

0.5 cm and polyps in all segments of the colon with the exception of the caecum and the ascending colon (table 3).

Outcomes in excellent bowel preparation (BBPS ≥7)

In the situation of excellent bowel preparation, ADR in the
CADe group showed a trend of 6% increase superior to that of
the routine group. However, due to the inadequate sample size
of the subgroup analysis, it failed to show a statistically significant difference. Other outcomes, including the mean number of
detected adenomas, mean number of detected polyps and PDR
were all significantly increased in the CADe group (table 4).

False positives with the automatic polyp detection system

There was a total of 39 false alarms (false positives) in the CADe
group, averaging at 0.075 false alarms per colonoscopy (table 5).
Of all the detected polyps in CADe group, none was missed by
the automatic polyp detection system (table 5).

Discussion

CRC is a major public health issue given its high incidence and
mortality rate. Furthermore, a recently published study reported
a marked increase in the annual percentage change in the incidence of CRC among young adults.19 The mortality rate and
incidence of CRC in adults have drastically decreased (by 51%
and 32%, respectively) in the last half century, mainly as a result
of CRC screening and the removal of adenomatous polyps.20
Screening colonoscopies have also allowed for an increase in
5-year survival rate in CRC, a consequence of early detection as
well as removal of precancerous adenomas.20 Given the impact
of colonoscopy on CRC incidence and mortality, technological
advances such as full spectrum colonoscopy, retrograde viewing
accessories, balloon colonoscope and endocuff-assisted colonoscopy have been introduced to improve the ADR by expanding
the visual field.21–25 Methods aimed at improving the quality
of colonoscopies such as minimal withdrawal time, split-dose
bowel preparation and retroflexion in the right colon have also
increased the ADR.26–30 Despite these advancements, polyps
Table 4

can still be missed. Studies have also reported that some polyps
are missed by the endoscopist despite being within the visual
field.31 32 Several hypotheses have been proposed to explain
the mechanism by which polyps may be missed. These include
differences in endoscopist skill level, differences in endoscopist
tracking patterns, ‘inattentional blindness’, wherein an observer
fails to process an image on the screen due to distraction, and
‘change blindness’, wherein changes are missed during interruptions in visual scanning or during eye movements13.33–37
Distraction caused by fatigue or emotional factors may also
contribute. A second party such as a nurse or a trainee observing
may improve PDR. While several studies have shown that this
increases PDR, controversy remains regarding ADR.13–15 It is
likely that adding additional human observers beyond one would
not completely overcome these limitations.
With recent breakthroughs in artificial intelligence, especially
with deep learning in computer vision, computer-aided diagnosis
(CADx) for polyps during colonoscopy has drawn increased
attention and has been shown to allow histological classification
of colon polyps.38 39 Though optical biopsy remains a promising
field, tissue biopsy remains the gold standard, and the accuracy
of AI diagnosis in optical biopsy depends on how much surface
microstructures can reflect the histologic features of a lesion. In
the case of a missed lesion, no further diagnosis can be made,
accounting for the ongoing research in the field of computer-aided detection (CADe) in gastrointestinal (GI) endoscopy,
which aims to increase adenoma detection automatically during
white light endoscopy in real time.
High fidelity and consistent automatic colon polyp detection
has been an attractive research topic for the past decade, with
the aim of an increased ADR. However, to our knowledge, the
current technology has yet to yield a sufficient diagnostic performance in order to be considered for clinical application.40 41 In
order for an automatic polyp detection system to be considered
for real-world clinical application, it must have a very high sensitivity and specificity, a sufficient real-time standard processing
time and an onscreen alerting system.41 42 An inadequate

Outcomes in excellent bowel preparation (BBPS ≥7)
Routine colonoscopy
(n=293)

CADe colonoscopy
(n=292)

P value*

FC/OR

95% CI

PDR

0.2935

0.4144

0.002

1.703†

1.209 to 2.399

ADR

0.2082

0.2637

0.12

1.356†

0.924 to 1.991

Mean number of detected polyp

0.5017

0.8116

<0.001

1.618‡

1.317 to 1.987

Mean number of detected adenoma

0.2867

0.4212

0.007

1.464‡

1.11 to 1.932

*P value from χ2 test (or Fisher’s exact test, as appropriate) or t-test.
†OR.
‡FC.
ADR, adenoma detection rate; FC, fold change; PDR, polyp detection rate.

Wang P, et al. Gut 2019;0:1–7. doi:10.1136/gutjnl-2018-317500
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Routine colonoscopy
(n=536)

Endoscopy
Table 5

Statistical results of false alarms and missed polyp

False alarm

39 (100.00)

 Bubble

13 (33.33)

 Faeces

5 (12.82)

 Undigested debris

4 (10.26)

 Wrinkled mucosa

7 (17.95)

 Local inflammation

5 (12.82)

 Local bleeding

1 (2.56)

 Rounded drug capsules

4 (10.26)

 Other (circular blood vessel, scar, diverticulum and so on)

0 (0.00)

Missed polyp

0 (0.00)

specificity would create a number of false positives. Conversely,
an inadequate sensitivity would not increase the PDR. Moreover, for real-time detection to be efficient, the time of analysis
must be fast, with no noticeable delay to the endoscopist. As a
result of these prerequisites, most current studies on automatic
polyp detection are small-scale, non-clinical investigations,
though with rapidly increasing interest in the field and with the
emergence of deep learning, dramatic advances are expected in
the coming years.41
In this study, a significant increase in ADR, PDR and mean
number of polyps and adenomas per colonoscopy were found in
the CADe group as compared with the control group; however,
the increase in overall adenoma detection was mainly due to an
increase in diminutive adenomas. Most diminutive adenomas
detected by the CADe system were, however, smaller, which
supports the conventional view that small polyps are more likely
to be missed within the visual field rather than bigger and more
prominent polyps. Although diminutive adenomas confer less
risk for malignancy compared with larger adenomas, the increase
in overall adenoma detection rate may eventually contribute to
a decreased risk of interval CRC. Further studies should address
the role of CADe on decreasing interval cancer, which is the
main goal of any screening colonoscopy.9
The results also showed a major increase in the detection
of diminutive hyperplastic polyps, which may represent additional unnecessary polypectomies and add to workload. In the
future, this CADe system may be combined with a CADx system
to support a detect, diagnose and disregard43 strategy to avoid
excessive workload.
High reproducibility, fidelity and uniformity of such a
CADe system are advantages compared with human assistance.
However, direct comparison between the automatic polyp detection system and medical staff assistance of differing experience
levels is also worthy of further investigation.
The reason why the system may have failed to assist the endoscopist in detecting more adenomas in the caecum and ascending
colon could be due to the higher instability of the colonoscope
in those areas, thus reducing the visual field. Moreover, there is
also no significant difference in rectum possibly due to the good
visualisation and stability of colonoscope in this segment.
This study is the first prospective, randomised controlled trial
using a high-performance CADe system based on deep learning
to assist endoscopists on detecting colon polyps with a large
number of enrolled patients. The results indicate that previously
unrecognised polyps may effectively be addressed by an artificial
intelligence system. However, polyps that remain outside the
visual field are still a major issue not addressed by the current
6
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CADe system. Both unrecognised and non-visualised polyps may
be addressed together with a combination of different technologies in the future.
This study has several limitations. First, given the inability
to blind the endoscopist, the exact contribution of the system
may be difficult to assess. The very act of being observed may
have also affected ADR in the experimental group because of
‘competitive spirit’.13 This mechanism may explain a potential
confounder in the CADe group in that the endoscopist may have
been more attentive in the setting of known observation. In this
study, we subtracted the time of biopsy procedures from each
corresponding withdrawal time as an indirect marker of attentiveness (table 1). The withdrawal time was similar (6.07 min vs
6.18 min, p=0.15) between the two groups, which may represent similar observation attentiveness. False alarms of the CADe
system, 0.075 instances per colonoscopy, did not contribute to
longer withdrawal time.
In the future, double-blind studies could be designed to investigate the exact contribution of this system in the increased
adenoma detection rate. Such a study may also help determine
whether a polyp is detected simultaneously by both the endoscopist and the system or initially missed by the endoscopist, a
question that the current study was not designed to address.
The second limitation is the lack of external validity. The baseline adenoma and polyp detection rates of this study were not as
high as reported from Western countries.13 44–48 Multiple factors
may contribute to this finding, including genetic, dietary, lifestyle
and habitus differences between Chinese and Western populations, as well as differences in the morbidity of colon polyps/
adenomas among the two groups. Therefore, the results of this
study may not be generalisable to areas of the world where baseline ADR is higher. Further studies are needed to investigate the
adaptability and effectiveness of this system in such areas.
Third, though false-positives rates were low, some false
positives were unexpected by the designers of the system and
occurred due to detection of medication capsules, of local sites
of bleeding or of undigested debris, causing potential distraction
during the procedure. This might be corrected by adding sufficient training data to the current system.
Fourth, this study did not control the fatigue level of participating endoscopists, which could be an independent factor that
affects ADR. Future studies are needed to investigate the effectiveness of this CADe system on different fatigue levels.
Fifth, because of the inadequate sample size of colonoscopies
performed by junior endoscopists, further studies are needed to
show the role and effectiveness of this CADe system in different
levels of training.
Lastly, the study was conducted using Olympus colonoscopy
equipment. Thus, the adaptability of the system on equipment
manufactured by other companies should also be explored.
In conclusion, this study shows that a real-time CADe system
based on deep learning led to significant increases in both
colorectal polyp and adenoma detection rates in a low prevalent
ADR region. Given its high accuracy, fidelity and stability, the
current CADe system is potentially applicable in current clinical
practice for better detection of colon polyps.
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